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GALLERY HOTELES REFRESHES ITS AMENITIES AND COMMITS TO A
PRESTIGIOUS BRAND THAT SHARES ITS VALUES
The hotel group has selected a specialised and very traditional company in the
sector; one that shares the same values and offers high-quality designer products.
“The choice of courtesy items is an art that reflects the true essence of a property,” explains
the British company Gilchrist & Soames, which for more than 30 years has created fragrances
and products for the rooms of the world’s most exclusive hotels, from luxury establishments to
hidden bolt-holes and boutique hotels.
In a continuation of the constant renovation and quest for excellence that make Gallery
Hoteles stand out, the group tasked this specialist company with the renewal of the courtesy
items in the rooms of its three hotels: Gallery Hotel (in Barcelona), Hotel Molina Lario (in
Malaga) and Hotel Honucai (in Mallorca).
The collaboration between Gallery Hoteles and Gilchrist & Soames arises from the fact that
the latter is one of the most well-known and prestigious toiletries companies in the world and,
like the hotel group, it not only designs its products to offer a refined service, but also commits
to a passion for detail and for offering solutions adapted to its clients.
In addition, it was important to Gallery Hoteles to know that they are committed to the
“responsible luxury” principle, which helps hotels reduce their environmental impact without
failing to offer the highest possible standards for guests, by developing formulas that do not
harm the environment, using recyclable containers and adopting green production processes.
From the exclusive product ranges that Gilchrist & Soames offers, Gallery Hoteles selected the
Reserve collection for its hotel room bathrooms. It has a contemporary style, but also pays
homage to the tradition of iconic English toiletries.
The collection has a distinctive effervescent citrus fragrance, with an elegant combination of
lemon zest, white tea leaves and bamboo. Shampoo, conditioner, body lotion and soaps, all
made with innovative ingredients of natural origin, are now available for the enjoyment of
guests staying at Gallery Hoteles.

__________________________________________
Gallery Hoteles Group
Gallery Hoteles is an independent hotels group that currently manages three iconic establishments, famous for their quality and
personalised service: Gallery Hotel in Barcelona, which opened in 1991, Hotel Molina Lario in Malaga, opened in 2006, and Hotel
Honucai, opened in May 2018. Their central locations, elegant and comfortable facilities, excellent cuisine and the performance and
enthusiasm of the whole Gallery Hoteles team mean all our guests enjoy their stay or event and feel at home.
Gallery Hotel
Gallery Hotel is 4-star superior hotel located in the heart of Barcelona, just a few metres from Passeig de Gràcia and very close to
Plaça de Catalunya. In terms of architecture, it is a modern building in harmony with its surroundings in Barcelona's Eixample district.
Gallery Hotel has 110 rooms, eight event spaces, a gym, sauna, swimming pool and solarium. The hotel restaurant, “El Café del
Gallery”, is characterised by its extensive and sophisticated menu based on fresh market ingredients and its intimate terrace adjacent
to the gardens of the Palau Robert. It also has a bar/passageway which connects Calle Rosselló with Passeig de Gràcia, 'The Gallery
Space', with a tempting array of cocktails and vermouths. In addition, it has an attractive rooftop terrace space, 'The TOP, which has
a pool and another bar, restaurant and cocktail bar overlooking the Barcelona skyline.
Hotel Molina Lario
The Hotel Molina Lario in Malaga is located opposite the cathedral, in the heart of the city's historic, cultural and commercial centre,
just metres from the port and the Picasso Museum. It is a newly-built hotel, made up of two renovated buildings, with their original
19th-century façade, and a third totally new building, together making up a unique hotel complex in the centre of the city. The Hotel
Molina Lario has 103 rooms, six events spaces, an outdoor pool, a cosy inner courtyard and “The TOP”, a bar-restaurant on the hotel's
rooftop with panoramic views over the port and the cathedral.
Hotel Honucai
Hotel Honucai (4*S) is the new boutique hotel in the Gallery Hoteles group, located in Colonia de Sant Jordi, an ancient fishing port in
the south-east of the island of Mallorca, where it enjoys spectacular views of the Es Carbó y Es Dolç beaches. This charismatic hotel
has spacious rooms on the sea front, in a Mediterranean style with different ethnic and exotic influences. Unique spaces with their
own soul and character, where natural materials and marine artefacts combine to create a vibrant and light-filled atmosphere. The
restaurant, which has a patio facing the port, offers contemporary Mediterranean cuisine with a truly distinct character that surprises
locals and tourists alike. An unbeatable location with an intimate atmosphere, decorated with fine materials, offering the highest
standards of service and attention to detail.
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